Korean medicine treatments including blood stasis-removing therapy and auriculotherapy for persistent headache after traumatic brain injury: A case report.
Headache after traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a common symptom which includes moderate-to-severe pain more than 5 years after the injury and severely limits the quality of life. Some guidelines have indicated that there are several cases where headaches do not respond adequately to conventional therapies. Therefore, effective alternative approaches are needed. In this case report, we present a 74-year-old woman, who had persistent headache attributed to traumatic injury to the head and subjective cognitive impairment. By using the Korean Medical (KM) treatment blood stasis-removing therapy using Dangguixu-san and auriculotherapy, her headache improved markedly. Improvements in the cognitive function and hemorrhage were also observed. This case report suggests that KM treatments using Dangguixu-san and auriculotherapy may be an alternative therapeutic approach for headache after TBI.